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Abstract—To analyze a soccer game, it is useful to gather
statistics of the players. In order to do this automatically, players
can be tracked on the field. This paper presents an approach for
tracking multiple players from a video of a soccer-match. Players
are tracked using a mean shift algorithm which operates on player
likelihood images. These images are created using a combination
of motion likelihood, implementing background subtraction, and
color likelihood, obtained through classification with a neural
network. With this mean shift algorithm, the system is able to
track all players ~100% accurate in typical situations with a
controlled environment. Two player occlusions are automatically
resolved and the algorithm is able to detect whether a player’s
track is lost after which a human operator is asked to assign the
correct position.
Keywords—Image processing, computer vision, sports analytics,
tracking, motion analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays many parties are interested in soccer-data. The
coaches and management of teams are interested in player-
statistics and may use data to improve their team’s perfor-
mance, TV-Channels are interested to show real-time statistics
during matches and also soccer-data is wanted in the gambling-
industry. Examples of this data are: percentage of successful
passes by a certain player or how far a player travels in a
match. To obtain this data it is necessary to analyze soccer-
matches automatically. The players, the goalkeepers, the ref-
erees and the ball have to be tracked so that their positions
throughout the match are known. This article describes a
method that tracks soccer-players, the referee and the linesmen
using video-footage from the Soccer Video and Player Position
Dataset [3]. The goal is to reliably track each individual player.
Tracking may be initialized by manually selecting the initial
position of the players and the tracking does not have to be
real-time. Furthermore we assume that no substantial changes
occur in the background (this assumption can be made because
games from the data-set are played at night).
The paper starts with selecting and discussing relevant
aspects of the related work. Then the method is described,
subdivided into data analysis, background subtraction and
player tracking. Player tracking is roughly divided into three
important aspects: creating a likelihood image, mean-shift
tracking and solving occlusions using the Kalman-filter and
occlusion-objects. Hereafter the results of the method are
discussed and finally the article is concluded.
II. RELATED WORK
In [1] color and motion segmentation are combined to
implement real-time soccer-player tracking. A two-camera
setup is used and a panorama video is made by stitching the
videos from both cameras. The direct linear transformation
algorithm [7] is used to compute the transformation for the
two poses. Color histogram features are evaluated together
with either nearest neighbor combined with clustering, linear
discriminant analysis or support vector machines, achieving
an overall miss-classification rate of 1.8% to 4.2% throughout
different data-sets. However some human interaction with the
machines is still necessary to achieve these rates. In [8],
a multiple overlapping camera system is used to try and
solve occlusions and visual clutter. Background subtraction
is implemented using Gaussian mixture models. Also robust
shadow removal is realized, relying on geometrical constraints
of the camera-setup. The result is a visualization of players’
positions and motion patterns and virtual offside lines. For
a given image sequence [9] addresses three main problems:
ground field extraction, player and ball-tracking and absolute
player positioning. The players are tracked by template match-
ing and Kalman-filtering. To find the location of a player a
transformation is computed using feature-points.
In this paper, like the papers mentioned above a panorama
setup is used, however we focus on accurate and robust
tracking of players only.
III. METHOD
A. Data analysis
The acquired data consists of a panorama-view of a pro-
fessional soccer-match played at night and recorded at the
Alfheim Stadium in Tromsø, Norway. The panorama view
is created by stitching footage from three different cameras
together. Each data-file consists of three seconds of play-time,
the videos are merged into one video of 45 minutes using
ffmpeg [4].
B. Background subtraction
In a typical situation obtaining a background is straightfor-
ward. Before the players enter the field an image of the soccer-
field without players can be created. However the Soccer Video
and Player Position Dataset does not contain such an image.
We obtain a background (figure 1) through analyzing the first
1000 frames of the soccer-match, applying algorithm 1.
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3Fig. 2: Creating the likelihood image. a) cropped input image, b) background subtraction, c) threshold (> 0.4) erode (1x)
dilate(2x) and finding distance towards the first black pixel, d) color likelihood image using the neural net, e) multiplying image
c with image d.
algorithm for tracking the players.
2) Mean shift: For the mean shift algorithm, camshift is
used as first implemented by [5]. The algorithm essentially
shifts the window towards the mean in that window and
checks if the shift was more than a certain threshold (in this
case 4 pixels). If the shift does not extend the threshold, the
algorithm converged and the position is returned. If the shift
extends the threshold, the algorithm does another iteration
using the last calculated mean position. The tracking window
sizes depend on the player-positions on the field as seen in
figure 4. However inside the mean shift algorithm the window
size may change per iteration depending on the square root
of the covariance matrix of the image moments. The window
size is then calculated as being four times the square root of
the aforementioned matrix, unless the change exceeds 10%, in
this case the previous window size is used.
Fig. 4: Mapping of the position on the image to window size
height used for tracking the players.
D. Occlusions
The main difficulties in tracking soccer players lies in
the occlusion of players as seen in figure 5a. To deal with
occlusions, it is vital that they are detected. After detection,
a method for solving occlusions can be implemented. Since
all players are tracked, an occlusion can easily be detected:
when two players of the same team get within a certain range
of each other we know an occlusion occurs. In our case the
range is 25 pixels vertically and 20 pixels horizontally from the
center of the player. When an occlusion is detected we create
an occlusion object as seen in figure 5b. This occlusion object
essentially tracks the blob of multiple players using the same
mean shift algorithm, but simultaneously keeps track of the
players inside the occlusion object and detects if the players
separate. The algorithm detects separation by transforming the
motion and color likelihood image to a binary image by using
a threshold. Hereafter it enhances the thresholded image by
eroding the image once and dilating it twice resulting in the
images as seen in figure 5b and d. Next the areas of the blobs
inside the occlusion object are calculated. If only a single large
area (> 10% the window area) is found it is assumed that the
players are not yet separated and the position of the players
will be fully determined by the prediction of the Kalman filter.
If however two or more large areas are found the players
are separated by assigning the players to one of the blobs
according to closest distance with the predicted position by
the Kalman filter.
E. Error detection
Since the tracking is not flawless, there is a need for error
detection. If the track of players is lost or uncertain a human
operator is asked to assign the track back to a player. To solve
a large part of and the most common errors we detect five
various errors:
1) Kalman filter gives an error.
2) Multi player occlusion separates into two blobs in
which case it becomes uncertain which blob contains
which players.
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5shift algorithm which tracks players in a likelihood image.
This likelihood image is made using a combination of motion
likelihood and color likelihood in order to find players and
differentiate between teams. Furthermore occlusions are solved
using Kalman filters and occlusion-objects. Occlusion objects
track the occluded players and detects when they separate. Two
player occlusions of the same team are solved correctly ~90%
of the times, occlusions of different player teams are solved
correctly ~99% of the times. Most errors are automatically
detected and solved either automatically or manually by a
human operator.
Making the algorithm more robust is left for future research.
Using cameras with different points of view will most likely re-
sult in improved performance. Furthermore it is recommended
to update the background during the match for matches played
in daylight. This is necessary to account for changes in lighting
condition. For future work we also recommend the removal
of shadows, hereby making tracking more straightforward.
Finally the algorithm may be expanded by tracking the ball
and keepers and by creating a more exact transformation from
image coordinates to real world coordinates.
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6(a) 1st frame, all players initialized (b) Multi player occlusion
(c) Multi player occlusion detected automatically and solved manually (d) Lost track of player
(e) Lost track of player due to tracking the linesman (f) Both errors are detected automatically and solved manually
(g) Two player occlusion detected and solved automatically (h) Lost track of the referee
Fig. 8: Screenshots from the generated tracking video showing the performance and most occurring errors.
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